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Wave-front distortion compensation using direct system performance metric optimization is studied both theo-
retically and experimentally. It is shown how different requirements for wave-front control can be incorpo-
rated, and how information from different wave-front sensor types can be fused, within a generalized gradient
descent optimization paradigm. In our experiments a very-large-scale integration (VLSI) system implement-
ing a simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation optimization algorithm was applied for real-time
adaptive control of multielement wave-front correctors. The custom-chip controller is used in two adaptive
laser beam focusing systems, one with a 127-element liquid-crystal phase modulator and the other with beam
steering and 37-control channel micromachined deformable mirrors. The submillisecond response time of the
micromachined deformable mirror and the parallel nature of the analog VLSI control architecture provide for
high-speed adaptive compensation of dynamical phase aberrations of a laser beam under conditions of strong
intensity scintillations. Experimental results demonstrate improvement of laser beam quality at the receiver
plane in the spectral band up to 60 Hz. © 2000 Optical Society of America [S0740-3232(00)00208-8]
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a long-term standoff in adaptive optics between
two wave-front control paradigms. One approach, known
as wave-front conjugation (wave-front reversal), is based
on the reciprocity principle.1,2 The second approach,
which is the primary subject of this paper, is wave-front
control using direct system performance metric optimiza-
tion.

According to the reciprocity principle, wave-front dis-
tortions accumulated along the wave propagation path
can be compensated by conjugating the received-wave
complex amplitude c (r, t) 5 u c (r, t)uexp@if (r, t)#,
where u c (r, t)u and f(r, t) are the wave amplitude and
the phase at the receiver plane and r 5 $x, y% is a vector
in the plane orthogonal to the direction z of wave propa-
gation. For adaptive systems with a transmitted wave,
wave-front conjugated correction means that A(r, t)
5 ac* (r, t), where A(r, t) is the outgoing wave and a is
a coefficient. Thus the wave-front conjugation condition
contains both the phase conjugation u(r, t) 5 2f(r, t)
and the amplitude modulation uA(r, t)u 5 au c (r, t)u.
Most optoelectronic wave-front conjugation adaptive sys-
tems correct only phase and ignore the second require-
ment posed by the reciprocity principle: amplitude
correction.3 This violation of the reciprocity principle
does not impact adaptive system performance if the am-
plitude modulation u c (r, t)u is small—a condition com-
mon for astronomical imaging. Phase-only correction is
effective if the propagation distance L in the phase-
distorting medium is relatively short, i.e., L ! kr0
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(Fresnel or near-field diffraction), and phase distortions
having a characteristic spatial scale r0 do not result in
strong intensity scintillation.4

Under conditions of strong intensity modulation typical
for ground-to-ground imaging, laser communication,
laser-beam-forming systems, etc., we face at least two ad-
ditional problems. First, phase-only correction distinctly
violates the reciprocity principle, and it is unclear how ef-
fective such phase conjugation correction could be. Sec-
ond, strong intensity scintillations impose serious prob-
lems for wave-front measurement techniques.5 The
problem is not only reduction of the wave-front sensor
signal-to-noise ratio. Under conditions of strong inten-
sity scintillations, there may be wave-front dislocations
(branch points) offering a challenging problem for detec-
tion and replication with a wave-front corrector (espe-
cially with the use of continuous faceplate deformable
mirrors).6,7

The irony of the situation is that despite tremendous
efforts that have been made to measure and reproduce
the wave front, it is actually unclear how the phase-only
conjugation strategy impacts actual adaptive syste
m performance (image quality, energy density, etc.) under
the conditions of strong intensity scintillations. By ig-
noring wave-front amplitude control, we have implicitly
agreed that perfect (diffraction-limited) correction cannot
occur. In this sense, then, it seems that there is not
much point in strictly adhering to the phase conjugation
rule. Rather than performing explicit phase conjugation
by equalizing the residual phase [d (r, t) 5 f(r, t)
2000 Optical Society of America
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1 u(r, t) → constant] through measurement, recon-
struction, and conjugation of the wave front, the phase
correction strategy can be based on direct optimization of
a system performance metric J@u# (image quality, energy
density, etc.). This approach, known in the early days of
adaptive optics as aperture tagging or image-sharpening
techniques2,8 and at the present time known as wave-
front control based on model-free or gradient descent
optimization,9 has been rather unfairly neglected for de-
cades. This situation is rapidly changing. Several fac-
tors contribute to the renaissance of model-free optimiza-
tion techniques for adaptive optics:

1. Problems related with use of the wave-front conju-
gation technique in the presence of strong intensity scin-
tillations, as mentioned above, have stimulated a search
for new adaptive system architectures.

2. For a number of new adaptive optics applications
such as anisoplanatic and active imaging,10,11 laser beam
focusing through a phase-distorting medium on an ex-
tended object,12 long-distance ground-to-ground laser
communication, etc., wave-front conjugation cannot be
used in a straightforward manner for wave-front control,
at least not without involving the rather sophisticated
guide star technique.13

3. The appearance of inexpensive wave-front correc-
tors based on microelectromechanical systems14 and
liquid-crystal (LC) phase modulators15 has created the ex-
pectation that the entire adaptive system can be fast,
small, and inexpensive. From this perspective the wave-
front sensor and the phase reconstruction hardware are
the major obstacles to achieving this goal.

4. Recently developed efficient parallel model-free op-
timization algorithms16–20 and their hardware implemen-
tation in very-large-scale integration (VLSI) systems21–23

offer efficient signal processing architectures for adaptive
optics applications, stimulating the transition to noncon-
jugated adaptive optics.24

In this paper we consider both theoretical and experi-
mental aspects of adaptive wave-front phase distortion
compensation using direct system performance metric op-
timization. In Section 2 we present a brief review of
model-free optimization techniques in adaptive optics,
with an emphasis on gradient descent methods based on
stochastic approximation of the true gradient. The
method is extended to include different requirements for
wave-front control as well as information from different
wave-front sensor types. It is shown that both can be in-
corporated into a more general gradient descent optimiza-
tion paradigm, giving rise to a variety of new control sys-
tem architectures. In Section 3 we report on the first
experiments with adaptive wave-front correction systems
based on simultaneous perturbation stochastic approxi-
mation (SPSA) optimization using a VLSI adaptive con-
troller. The VLSI system was used in two different adap-
tive system configurations: one with a 127-element LC
phase modulator and the other with beam steering and
37-channel micromachined deformable mirrors. The
submillisecond response time of the beam steering and
the micromachined deformable mirrors, along with fast
(up to 1500 iterative steps per second) parallel analog
control signal computation using the VLSI system, al-
lowed for adaptive compensation of dynamical laser beam
phase aberrations under conditions of strong intensity
scintillations, as described in Section 4.

2. GRADIENT DESCENT OPTIMIZATION IN
ADAPTIVE OPTICS
A. Gradient Descent
Wave-front distortion compensation can be obtained by
directly optimizing a measured characteristic J of an op-
tical system’s performance (system performance metric,
cost functional). Dependent on the type of adaptive sys-
tem, the performance metric might be intensity radiation
at the focus,2,12 image sharpness,8,24 or scattered field sta-
tistical moments.25 Gradient descent optimization of
J@u# can be described as a time-dependent evolution of
the controlling phase u(r, t) in the direction opposite to
the first variation duJ of the cost functional:

t
]u~r, t !

]t
5 2duJ, (1)

where t is a time constant. If the dependence J@u# is
known or if it can be defined from a known system’s math-
ematical model, the variation duJ can be directly calcu-
lated. In this case the dynamical process (1) describes
the well-known continuous-time gradient descent optimi-
zation technique widely used in image processing
applications.26,27 In adaptive optics both the dependence
J@u# and the system model that includes wave-front dis-
tortions are unknown (model free), and the variation duJ
should be determined based on measured data.

The dimensionality of the control law (1) can be re-
duced by representing the controlling wave front u in the
following form:

u~r, t ! 5 (
j51

N

uj~t !Sj~r!, (2)

where uj(t) are control signals that may (or may not) de-
scribe voltages applied to wave-front corrector electrodes
and Sj(r) are the corresponding response functions.
Then, instead of Eq. (1), we have a system of ordinary
nonlinear differential equations describing control signal
evolution during the adaptation process:

t j

duj~t !

dt
5 2gJj8~u1,..., uN!, j 5 1,..., N, (3)

where t j are time constants and Jj8 5 ]J/]uj are gradient
projections of the cost function J(u1,..., uN). Here the
update coefficient g is positive for system metric minimi-
zation and negative otherwise. In the vicinity of an ex-
tremum point, the system (3) is always stable, as
J(u1,..., uN) is a Lyapunov function. Indeed, from Eq.
(3) we have

dJ~t !

dt
5 (

j51

N
]J

]uj

duj

dt
5 2g(

j51

N S ]J

]uj
D 2

t j
21 < 0

~for positive g!. (4)
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The inequality (4) provides for monotonic decrease in J
for the case of metric minimization (positive g) and in-
crease otherwise. The discrete version of Eq. (3) reads as

uj
~n11 ! 5 uj

~n ! 2 gJj8~u1
~n !,..., uN

~n !!, j 5 1,..., N.
(5)

The stability of the dynamical system (3) in the vicinity of
extrema does not guarantee fast convergence. Neither is
it guaranteed that the system converges to the global
rather than a local extremum.

B. Gradient Approximation
In adaptive optics the true gradient components Jj8 of the
cost function are unknown and should be estimated based
on available (measured) information. An estimate (ap-
proximation) of the gradient components $J̃ j8% can be ob-
tained by using the aperture-tagging technique. Two
methods of aperture tagging were known in the early
days of adaptive optics: time division (sequential) and
frequency division (multidither technique).2,28

In aperture tagging based on sequential perturbations,
gradient estimation of a cost function is achieved by se-
quentially applying small perturbations duj to the control
signals and measuring the corresponding changes in the
system performance metric:

dJj 5 J~u1,..., uj 1 duj,..., uN!

2 J~u1,..., uj,..., uN!, j 5 1,..., N.

The measured metric perturbation is used for finite-
difference gradient estimation: J̃ j8 5 dJj /duj . For the
sequential perturbation method, the signal-to-noise ratio
and hence the accuracy of wave-front control are indepen-
dent of the number of control channels N, but the time re-
quired for gradient estimation is proportional to N.29

The multidithering method allows gradient estimation
in parallel. Small perturbations duj 5 a sin(vjt) in the
form of harmonic signals with different dithering frequen-
cies v j (dithered carriers) and small modulation ampli-
tudes a are applied simultaneously (in parallel) to all con-
trol channels. For small modulation amplitudes, the
perturbed system performance metric dJ reads as

dJ 5 a(
j51

N
]J

]uj
sin~v jt !

1
a2

2 (
j,k

N
]2J

]uj]uk
sin~v jt !sin~vkt ! 1 ¯ . (6)

To determine (estimate) gradient components, dithered
carriers are demodulated by synchronous detectors and
passed through low-pass filters.28 The time required for
gradient estimation in the multidithering method does
not depend on the number of control channels—a great
improvement when compared with the sequential pertur-
bation method.

The multidithering technique has two major draw-
backs. To provide efficient signal demodulation, the
dithered carriers should be separated by approximately
twice the control system bandwidth v0 . For an adaptive
system with segmented (piston-type) mirrors, the maxi-
mum dithering frequency is vmax 5 @10 1 1.6(N
2 1)#v0 .30 As the number of control channels in-
creases, this puts a severe requirement on the deformable
mirror bandwidth. For a system with 100 control chan-
nels and a desired control system bandwidth of 300 Hz,
the required phase corrector bandwidth is approximately
50 kHz. The other problem with the multidithering tech-
nique is that the signal-to-noise ratio decreases propor-
tionally with the number of control channels,31 thus re-
quiring a high photon-flux density from the reference
source.
The mentioned drawbacks of both sequential and multi-
dithering methods for gradient estimation explain why di-
rect system performance metric optimization was almost
completely abandoned in favor of phase-conjugation-type
systems.

C. Parallel Stochastic Perturbative Gradient Descent
With the recent appearance of the parallel stochastic per-
turbative gradient descent [also called simultaneous per-
turbation stochastic approximation (SPSA)] tech-
nique,17–19 in the realm of more general stochastic ap-
proximation optimization methods,16 the current status of
wave-front control methods in adaptive optics is bound to
change.24,32,33

The parallel stochastic perturbative gradient descent
algorithm differs from gradient descent (3) and (5) in the
way in which the gradient estimate is obtained. In this
method small stochastic perturbations duj are applied in
parallel (simultaneously) to all control channels. The
measured value of the cost function perturbation

dJ 5 J~u1 1 du1,..., uj 1 duj,..., uN 1 duN!

2 J~u1,..., uj,..., uN! (7)

is used directly for gradient estimation: J̃ j8 5 dJduj .
From Eq. (7), with the use of a Taylor expansion,

J̃ j8 5 dJduj 5
]J

]uj
~duj!

2 1 (
kÞj

N
]J

]uk
dukduj 1 ¯ . (8)

This expression actually is quite general and applies also
to the sequential perturbation and multidithering gradi-
ent approximation methods. To yield a fair approxima-
tion of the true gradient J̃ j8 ' cj(]J/]uj), where cj
5 (duj)

2 5 constant, the amplitude of the second term in
Eq. (8) should be small. The difference between the
aperture-tagging and parallel stochastic perturbative
methods is the way in which the second term in Eq. (8) is
terminated. In the sequential perturbation technique,
the second term is zero as a result of the use of sequential
perturbations, for which duj Þ 0 only when duk 5 0 for
all k Þ j. In the multidithering technique, the second
term contains only harmonic components at the sum and
difference dithering frequencies v j 6 vk , which for a
properly chosen range of dithering frequencies are filtered
out by the synchronous detectors.

In the parallel stochastic perturbative technique, a dif-
ferent idea is used. If the chosen perturbations duj are
random and statistically independent, the second term in
Eq. (8) reduces to zero in expected value, and the gradient
estimate J̃ j8 5 dJduj is consistent and unbiased.34 Thus
the approximation J̃ j8 [ dJduj ' (]J/]uj)(duj)

2 can be
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used directly as the gradient estimate in gradient de-
scent, either in continuous [Eq. (3)] or discrete [Eq. (5)]
form. As a matter of fact, one can easily show, by using
arguments similar to relation (4), that gradient descent
(5) using the parallel stochastic perturbative gradient es-
timate J̃ j8 5 dJduj produces updates that are guaranteed
to decrease (for positive g) or increase (for negative g) the
metric J at every iteration step, provided that the pertur-
bations and g are suitably small in amplitude.19

Mathematically accurate convergence properties are
obtained when using the parallel stochastic gradient de-
scent algorithm with uncorrelated random ‘‘coin flip’’ per-
turbations having identical amplitudes uduju 5 p and a
Bernoulli probability distribution duj 5 6p, where
Pr(duj 5 1p) 5 0.5 for all j and iteration numbers.17,18

In this case J̃ j8
(m) 5 dJ (m)p j

(m) , and the control voltage
update rule (5) reads as

uj
~m11 ! 5 uj

~m ! 2 gdJ ~m !p j
~m ! , j 5 1,..., N. (9)

Note that non-Bernoulli perturbations are also allowed in
the SPSA, but one must be careful that the mathematical
conditions in Ref. 17 are satisfied. To further improve
accuracy of gradient estimation, we can use a two-sided
perturbation, performing two measurements of the cost
function perturbations dJ1 and dJ2 corresponding to se-
quentially applied differential perturbations 1duj/2 and
2duj/2. It follows that dJ 5 dJ1 2 dJ2 and J̃ j8
5 dJduj , which produces a more accurate gradient esti-
mate than Eq. (8).19

Gradient estimation in the parallel stochastic pertur-
bative method combines the best features of the sequen-
tial perturbation and multidithering methods without
their drawbacks. Indeed, the signal-to-noise ratio in the
parallel stochastic perturbative gradient descent is the
same as that in the sequential perturbation technique,
that is, N2 times better than in the multidithering tech-
nique. This is because for fixed aperture size, the re-
quired photon-flux density is independent of the number
of control channels N for both sequential and parallel sto-
chastic perturbation methods and is proportional to N2

for the multidithering technique. On the other hand,
gradient estimation is performed as fast as in the multi-
dithering technique but is a factor N times faster than the
sequential perturbation technique requires to obtain all
components of the gradient. Perhaps an even more sig-
nificant advantage of the parallel stochastic method is
that it lends itself naturally to efficient hardware imple-
mentation using analog VLSI technology.21–23

D. Convergence
A potential source of concern for the parallel stochastic
perturbative technique would be reduced accuracy of gra-
dient estimation when compared with that of both the se-
quential perturbation and ideal (noiseless) multidithering
methods. The nonzero second (or third) and higher-order
terms in Eq. (8) introduce error into the true gradient es-
timation. This error impacts the convergence speed of
gradient descent, which clearly is slower than pure gradi-
ent descent based on the true gradient estimation (as-
suming that precise gradient estimates were continuously
available). However, by taking into account the factor N
time loss for gradient estimation using the sequential per-
turbation method, the parallel stochastic perturbative
gradient descent algorithm provides a significantly faster
convergence rate than does the sequential perturbation
method. Formal analysis of the convergence rate shows
that the parallel stochastic method takes a factor N1/2

fewer iterations (perturbed measurements of J) than the
sequential perturbation method (and thus a factor N1/2

more than pure gradient descent) to reach the same level
of performance— owing to the mutually uncorrelated sta-
tistics of the parallel perturbations.19 The convergence
speed can be further increased quite significantly by us-
ing correlated perturbations that match the statistical
properties of the phase distortions33 or an adaptive SPSA
algorithm.20

The convergence speed of the parallel stochastic pertur-
bative gradient descent optimization technique under
conditions of dynamical phase distortions and strong in-
tensity scintillations is an important issue that we ad-
dress in Subsection 2.E.

E. Restrictions for Wave-Front Control
Consider yet another important issue in the use of gradi-
ent descent optimization for adaptive optics. In most
adaptive optics applications, the system performance
metric J is not sensitive to a constant wave-front shift by
an arbitrary value v, that is, J@u(r, t)# 5 J@u(r, t) 1 v#
for any v. As a result, wave-front control based on a con-
ventional gradient descent algorithm in the form (1), (3),
or (5) may cause an undesirable drift of the aperture-
averaged mean phase value during the adaptation pro-
cess. This drift could exceed physical limits on the oper-
ating range of the wave-front correction device and result
in a decrease of, and eventually in the loss of, system per-
formance metric sensitivity with respect to applied con-
trol signal perturbations.

To prevent this drift, one should modify the original
(measured) cost function J to include an additional pen-
alty term Ja@u# 5

1
2 @ ū(t) 2 u0#2 accounting for the drift

of the mean phase:

J1@u# 5 J@u# 1 hJa@u#, ū~t ! 5 s21E u~r, t !d2r.

(10)

Here ū(t) corresponds to the aperture-averaged (mean)
phase, u0 is the desired mean phase value, and s is the
aperture area. The weight coefficient h is positive for
cost function minimization and negative otherwise.
Similar to Eq. (1), the first variation of the cost functional
J1 includes two terms: duJ1 5 duJ 1 hduJa . Because
the dependence Ja@u# is known, the variation duJa can be
directly calculated: duJa 5 2@ ū(t) 2 u0#. Correspond-
ingly, the evolution equation (1) originated from the gra-
dient descent optimization procedure transforms to

t
]u~r, t !

]t
5 2h@ ū~t ! 2 u0# 2 duJ, (11)

where duJ again should be determined based on mea-
sured data by using, for example, the parallel stochastic
perturbative method. In the case of an adaptive system
with N control channels as described above, we have
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t j

duj~t !

dt
5 2h@ ūN~t ! 2 u0# 2 gJj8~u1,..., uN!, (12)

where

ūN 5 N21(
j51

N

a juj~t !, a j 5 ~s/N !21E Sj~r!d2r.

For a piston-type wave-front corrector, a j 5 1 and ūN
5 N21(uj(t). The discrete version of Eq. (12) is conve-
niently implemented in analog VLSI, as described in Sec-
tion 3, as

uj
~m11 ! 5 uj

~m ! 2 h@ ūN
~m ! 2 u0# 2 gdJ ~m !p j

~m ! ,

j 5 1,..., N. (13)

Similarly, the cost functional may include additional pen-
alty terms, for example a term Jg depending on the gra-
dient of the controlling phase u(r, t):

J1@u# 5 J@u# 1 hJa@u# 1 xJg@u#, (14)

where

Jg@u# 5 s21E u¹u~r, t !u2d2r.

The purpose of the penalty term Jg is to suppress noise
and provide smoothness in the controlling wave-front
phase u(r, t). In the case of a piston-type wave-front
corrector, the penalty term suppresses the appearance of
2p phase jumps between neighboring phase-shift ele-
ments. The weight coefficients h and x quantify the rela-
tive importance attached to the several penalty terms
used in the optimization. The additional term Jg results
in the following change in the wave-front control dynam-
ics:

t
]u~r, t !

]t
5 d¹2u~r, t ! 2 h@ ū~t ! 2 u0#

2 gdJ~t !du~r, t !, (15)

where d 5 2x is an equivalent diffusion coefficient. Con-
trol law (15) represents a nonlinear diffusion process with
an additional stochastic term J̃8 5 dJdu originating from
the parallel perturbative gradient estimate. In the case
of a piston-type wave-front corrector, the diffusion term
describes coupling between neighboring phase-shift ele-
ments similar to those analyzed in Ref. 33. Nonlinear
dynamics described by a discrete model of diffusion equa-
tion (15) could be implemented by using analog VLSI
hardware as well. Translinear metal-oxide semiconduc-
tor circuits in the weak inversion region of operation
implement diffusor-type elements at the pixel level, with
a characteristic speed on the order of microseconds, while
dissipating just microwatts of power.35,36

F. Wave-Front Sensor Information Fusion
Wave-front control based on system performance metric
optimization does not assume or make use of direct infor-
mation about wave-front phase distortions. On the other
hand, when additional wave-front information is avail-
able, it can be effectively used in the adaptation process to
improve the speed and the accuracy of convergence. The
idea of incorporating different requirements (metrics) for
wave-front control under the same umbrella, in the form
of a generalized system performance metric as discussed
above, can be extended as a tool for fusing information ob-
tained from different adaptive optics sensors. Despite
the variety of wave-front sensor types, each wave-front
sensor performs a transformation of the wave-front phase
distortion f (r, t), or more commonly the phase error
d (r, t) 5 f (r, t) 1 u(r, t), into an intensity modulation
Id (r, t) 5 F$d (r, t)% measured by the sensor’s photore-
ceiver. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the in-
tensity modulation Id (r, t) is measured in the phase
plane or its conjugate plane and that both Id (r, t) and
d (r, t) are geometrically matched. The phase-to-
intensity transformation operator F is dependent on the
wave-front sensor used. Typically, in adaptive optics, we
know what the ideal intensity distribution Id

0(r) should be
in the absence of phase distortions. The information
from the wave-front sensor can be incorporated into gra-
dient descent control by introducing an additional term Js
into the chosen system performance metric:

J1@u# 5 J@u# 1 mJs@u#, (16)

where

Js@u# 5
1

2
E @Id ~r, t ! 2 Id

0 ~r, t !#2d2r.

It can be shown that parallel stochastic perturbative gra-
dient descent optimization applied to the new metric re-
sults in the following wave-front control dynamics:

t
]u~r, t !

]t
5 2m@Id ~r, t ! 2 Id

0 ~r!#

3 dId ~r, t !du~r, t ! 2 gdJ~t !du~r, t !, (17)

where dId (r, t) is the measured perturbation of the inten-
sity modulation that is due to the wave-front perturbation
du(r, t). The coefficient m defines preferences in utiliz-
ing the information obtained from both the system perfor-
mance metric and the wave-front sensors. Note that in
contrast to the system performance metric perturbation
dJ(t), the wave-front sensor provides a spatially distrib-
uted response dId (r, t). The product dId (r, t)du(r, t) in
Eq. (17) describes local correlation between the wave-
front perturbation and the corresponding intensity
change registered by the wave-front sensor. This corre-
lation provides a local feedback between the wave-front
sensor and the wave-front corrector. As has been re-
cently demonstrated by using a diffractive-feedback-type
adaptive system, the presence of local feedback can sig-
nificantly accelerate adaptation convergence speed.37

The requirements for wave-front smoothness and the
absence of a mean phase drift mentioned above are easily
incorporated into a modified stochastic gradient descent
rule (17):
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t
]u~r, t !

]t
5 d¹2u~r, t ! 2 h@ ū~t ! 2 u0# 2 m@Id ~r, t !

2 Id
0 ~r!#dId ~r, t !du~r, t ! 2 gdJ~t !du~r, t !,

(18)

where d, m, and h are weight coefficients.
Adaptive wave-front control based on the various forms

of gradient descent optimization algorithms studied above
gives rise to different control system architectures. How
effectively the wave-front control methods perform in ac-
tual adaptive optical systems needs to be validated
through direct experimental study.

3. ADAPTIVE WAVE-FRONT CONTROL
USING ANALOG VERY-LARGE-
SCALE INTEGRATION PARALLEL
STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION:
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we describe experimental results obtained
in two different adaptive optical systems using a custom-
designed mixed-mode analog–digital VLSI controller
(called the AdOpt chip), which implements the discrete-
time parallel stochastic perturbative gradient descent op-
timization algorithm (13) with two-sided perturbation
and aperture-averaged phase control. Through the ex-
periments the following problems were addressed:

1. Adaptation process convergence speed for adaptive
systems having different numbers of control channels and
different wave-front corrector types.

2. Impact of local extrema on adaptive system perfor-
mance.

3. Adaptive correction of dynamical phase distortions.
4. Adaptation under the condition of strong intensity

scintillations.

A. Very-Large-Scale Integration Stochastic Gradient
Descent Controller
A single AdOpt chip provides for storage, parallel stochas-
tic perturbation, and corresponding gradient descent
adaptation of 19 parallel output control signals uj ,
j 5 1,..., 19. The chip simultaneously generates the
parallel perturbations, performs updates according to the
rule (13) from the externally supplied instantaneous sys-
tem performance metric J, and calculates the mean value
ūN 5 N21(uj(t) used in the update rule. The AdOpt
chip design provides for a scalable and expandable control
system architecture in which the metric J can be arbi-
trarily constructed.

In the experiments described below, two adaptive sys-
tems using AdOpt chips were implemented: one with 39
(three AdOpt chips) control signals and another with 127
(seven chips) control signals. The VLSI controller con-
sists of the following main components:

1. A pseudorandom vector sequence generator with
independent elements p j

(m) , j 5 1,..., 19, having identi-
cal amplitudes and a Bernoulli probability distribution.

2. A circuit actuating the perturbations in parallel
onto the control signals.
3. A circuit performing parallel stochastic perturba-
tive gradient descent updates to the control signals in ac-
cordance with the control algorithm (13).

4. An analog memory circuit, which stores the control
signal values uj between sequential updates.

5. An optional output driver designated to a specific
(LC-based) wave-front corrector.

The design of the AdOpt chip was optimized to control a
multielectrode nematic LC phase modulator as well as
microelectromechanical system multielectrode mirrors.
The VLSI system supplies the output control voltages
with an amplitude in the range 65 V. The circuit serves
parallel updates at adaptation rates up to 200 kHz, well
in excess of the bandwidth of typical wave-front correctors
currently available. The VLSI system block diagram and
the chip micrograph are shown in Fig. 1. A detailed de-
scription of the circuits, the operation, and the (mea-
sured) technical specifications of the AdOpt VLSI control-
ler are given in Refs. 38 and 39.

B. Control System Architecture
Parameters of the control algorithm (13) implemented on
the AdOpt chip were supplied by using a personal com-
puter, interfacing with the chips through a circuit board
with integrated microcontroller. These external param-
eters are perturbation amplitude p, sign and magnitude
of the update coefficient g, and reference value u0 used for
stabilization of the control signal mean values ūN . The
personal computer also provided timing signals and sup-
plied the sign and the magnitude of the measured cost
function perturbation dJ. Computer control of the VLSI
system parameters not only provided flexibility for algo-
rithm parameter optimization but also allowed imple-
mentation of in-the-loop reinforcement learning for (on-
the-fly) parameter value adaptation. An example of this
type of control system architecture is given in Ref. 40.

Fig. 1. Wave-front control system architecture with block dia-
gram of the multichannel mixed-mode VLSI stochastic gradient
descent controller (AdOpt system) and (top left) micrograph of
the 19-channel system, a 2.2-mm 3 2.25-mm chip fabricated
by using 1.2-mm complementary metal-oxide semiconductor tech-
nology.
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C. Wave-Front Correctors
The wave-front correctors that we used in the experi-
ments were a multielectrode nematic LC phase spatial
light modulator (HEX127) from Meadowlark Optics Inc.41

and a 37-electrode silicon micromachined deformable mir-
ror from OKO Technologies,42,43 shown in Fig. 2. The
HEX127 phase modulator has 127 hexagonal LC cells.
Each cell is 1.15 mm in diameter with 36-mm spacing.
The HEX127 aperture size is 12 mm in diameter. The
VLSI system (seven AdOpt chips) simultaneously (in par-
allel) supplied 127 controlling signals to the HEX127
phase modulator. The applied voltages (0 , uuju , 5 V)
provided piston-type wave-front control with individual
phase-shift magnitudes covering approximately 2p rad.
To prevent mean phase drift, we set the reference voltage
value u0 in the middle of the LC modulator operational
range (u0 5 2 V). The adaptation iteration rate, defined
as the number of parallel updates in the control signals
per second, was limited to 15 iterations per second be-
cause of the relatively large (;100-ms) response time of
the LC phase modulator. This iteration rate includes
both two-sided perturbation and calculation of the control
signal mean values ūN .

An adaptation iteration rate more than 100 times
faster (up to 1600 iterations per second) was achieved by
using the same controller (now with three AdOpt chips)
with the OKO micromachined deformable mirror. The
OKO mirror consists of a chip with a silicon nitride mem-
brane coated with aluminum, forming a mirror attached
to the substrate. The membrane shape is electrostati-
cally controlled by voltages applied to the 37 hexagonal
control electrodes. The VLSI system outputs were con-
nected to the OKO mirror through high-voltage amplifi-
ers. Each of the 37 amplifiers provided output voltages
in the range 0–200 V. The OKO mirror aperture size is
15 mm, of which only the central part (12 mm) is used.
The maximum deflection amplitude of the mirror surface
is approximately 6 mm for the center electrode and 1.5 mm
for the electrodes located at the edge of the mirror. The
OKO mirror had a rather strong (;4-mm-magnitude) ini-
tial aberration in the form of astigmatism and defocus.

D. Experimental Setups
To characterize the performance of adaptive wave-front
correction using the VLSI parallel stochastic optimization
technique, we used two simple adaptive focusing systems,
shown in Fig. 2. In both systems we used a linearly po-
larized laser beam from an argon laser (l 5 0.514 mm)
expanded to a diameter of 12 mm. The laser beam power
inside a pinhole placed in the focal plane of lens L1 was
measured by a photodetector and used as the system per-
formance (beam quality) metric J. In the system shown
in Fig. 2(a), wave-front correction was performed by using
the HEX127 phase modulator. The 37-electrode OKO
mirror and an additional mirror for wave-front tilt control
were used in the system shown in Fig. 2(b). Images of
the laser beam in the focal plane of lens L1 (plane of the
pinhole) were registered by a CCD camera (CCD1 in Fig.
2). To observe the phase pattern formed by the LC phase
modulator, we set the input beam polarization at an angle
of p/4 with respect to the LC phase modulator optical axis
and orthogonal to the optical axis of the polarizer P2 .
The lens L2 imaged the plane of the HEX127 onto the
camera CCD2. The optical axis of the polarizer P1 was
parallel to the LC optical axes, providing registration of
only the phase-modulated component of the optical wave
inside the pinhole.

E. Compensation of Self-Induced Aberrations
The compensation of random static phase distortions that
are introduced by an adaptive system wave-front correc-
tor itself (self-induced aberrations) is a commonly used
technique for the evaluation of adaptive optical system
performance: operational range, adaptation process sta-
bility, and convergence. For the case of self-induced
phase distortions, we know that ideal compensation can
potentially be achieved. Thus we can directly compare
system performance metrics corresponding to undistorted
Jopt , randomly distorted J0 , and adaptively compensated
J(m) wave front (at the mth iteration). The typical way
to create self-induced phase distortions is to initialize the
wave-front corrector electrodes with random control volt-
ages. In our case, when the wave-front corrector
(HEX127 or OKO mirror) was connected to the VLSI sys-
tem, this technique could not be applied directly. To cre-
ate highly distorted wave fronts, we used a different
method. Computer control of the sign of the AdOpt chip
update coefficient g allowed us to execute repeating se-
quences (trials) of cost function J minimization (g , 0)
and maximization (g . 0). Each adaptation stage in-

Fig. 2. Schematic for adaptive laser beam focusing systems
used in the experiments: (a) adaptive system with LC multiele-
ment spatial phase modulator (HEX127 phase SLM) and (b) sys-
tem with 37-channel micromachined OKO mirror and beam
steering mirror (tilt control). Pictured are the geometry of the
HEX127 spatial light modulator electrodes, the OKO mirror
phase profile with equal voltages (50 V) applied to the mirror’s
two electrodes (peak value phase deviation of 2p rad), and a pho-
tograph of the OKO mirror. Focal lengths corresponding to
lenses L1 and L2 are 14 in. (35.6 cm).
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cluded 512 iteration steps. During the minimization
stage, the adaptive system created phase distortions, re-
sulting in a highly distorted laser beam intensity in the
plane of the photodetector. During the maximization
stage, the adaptive system compensated these self-
induced phase distortions so that the laser beam power
was concentrated inside the pinhole. Each
maximization–minimization trial was repeated 100 times
to obtain averaged adaptation evolution curves.

Consider first the results obtained by using the adap-
tive system with the HEX127 LC phase modulator.

The normalized dependence ^J(m)&, m 5 1,..., 1024
(averaged adaptation evolution curve), is shown in Fig.
3(a). The adaptive system with 127 control channels was
able to ‘‘successfully’’ introduce phase distortions, leading
to severe degradation of the beam quality metric (minimi-
zation stage), and then correct these self-induced aberra-
tions. The correction dynamical range Jmax /Jmin [Jmax
5 max^J(m)& and Jmin 5 min^J(m)&] ranged between 10
and 15. The normalized standard deviation of the beam
quality metric, sJ 5 ^@J(m) 2 ^J&#2&1/2/^J&, shown in
Fig. 3(b), characterizes fluctuations in the beam quality
metric level. The standard deviation sJ was on the order
of 15%–20% for beam quality metric maximization and
30%–35% for metric minimization. The results pre-
sented in Fig. 3 were obtained when the perturbation am-
plitude p resulted in the performance metric perturbation
dJ having a normalized standard deviation sdJ approxi-
mately 3% for metric maximization and 7% for metric
minimization.

Two observations can be made from the analysis of
these adaptation trials: (1) The evolution curve in Fig.

Fig. 3. Experimental results of phase distortion compensation
in the adaptive system with LC phase modulator: (a) averaged
laser beam quality metric and (b) standard deviations for metric
J and metric perturbation dJ obtained from averaging over 100
trials of beam quality metric maximization (m < 512) and mini-
mization (m . 512). The time scale is 30 s per 512 iteration
steps, indicated by the dot in (a).
3(a) shows the existence of two characteristic phases of
the adaptation process: a relatively fast convergence
during the first 100–150 iterations, followed by a decrease
in the convergence rate. Convergence occurred approxi-
mately 1.5 times faster for metric minimization than for
metric maximization. (2) We did not observe correction
to a uniform wave front. Instead, during each trial, ad-
aptation resulted in a different ‘‘optimal’’ phase pattern.
This suggests that there are a number of wave-front
phase patterns that correspond to rather high and ap-
proximately equal quasi-optimal beam quality metric val-
ues (i.e., local maxima and minima of the cost function).
Examples of these quasi-optimal phase patterns for per-
formance metric maximization (m 5 512) and minimiza-
tion (m 5 1024), as well as the corresponding focal plane
images of laser beam intensity distributions, are shown in
Fig. 4.

We expected that the optimal beam quality metric
value achieved by the adaptive system (global maximum)
should correspond to a uniform phase, which can be ob-
tained by applying the same reference voltage to all
HEX127 SLM electrodes. The measured value Jref was
compared with the maximum average metric value Jmax .
Surprisingly, the obtained value Jmax was a factor 2.4
times larger than the expected optimum Jref . We also
compared the achieved beam quality metric with the
quality metric J0 corresponding to zero voltages applied
to all 127 electrodes of the phase modulator. For this
case we obtained Jmax /J0 5 2.05, i.e., the adaptive system
found a ‘‘better’’ wave-front phase than the one that we
expected. This result can be explained if we assume the
presence of an initial phase aberration in the optical sys-
tem. The adaptive system not only removed the self-
induced aberrations but also (at least partially) compen-
sated the aberrations that are due to the system’s optics.

Quite different adaptation dynamics were observed for
the adaptive compensation of self-induced wave-front dis-
tortions in the system with micromachined deformable
mirror shown in Fig. 2(b). The OKO mirror provides con-
tinuous deformation of the wave-front shape. This wave-
front phase deformation not only may result in focal plane
laser beam intensity spatial redistribution but also pro-
duces noticeable shifts in the center of mass of the laser
beam. With the same small pinhole (25 mm) as that used
in the experiments with the HEX127 phase modulator,
we observed highly unstable adaptation dynamics. In-
creasing the pinhole size resulted in a loss of beam qual-
ity metric sensitivity and significantly slowed the adapta-
tion process. Two modifications were made to achieve
stable and efficient wave-front correction:

1. Instead of a pinhole, we used a computer-generated
gray-scale mask having a relatively small (100-mm-
diameter) transparent central part and a linearly de-
creasing transparency coefficient inside a circle of 1.0-mm
diameter. The laser beam power measured behind the
mask was used as the beam quality metric.

2. We included additional wave-front x –y tilts control
by using a beam steering mirror. The averaged beam
quality metric evolution curves ^J(m)&/max^J(m)& for the
maximization–minimization trials discussed above are
shown in Fig. 5 for different adaptation scenarios. Ex-
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clusive adaptive control of wave-front tilt resulted in fast
convergence, but the achieved beam quality metric value
was relatively low (curve 1 in Fig. 5) because control of
wave-front tilts alone cannot correct for the initial aber-
rations introduced by the OKO mirror itself. At the
same time, wave-front tilt control resulted in a relatively
small level of fluctuations in the beam quality metric [see
the standard deviation curve sJ(m) in Fig. 5(b)].

On the other hand, exclusive adaptive control of the mi-
croelectromechanical system mirror (curve 2) resulted in
compensation of both the self-induced and initial phase

Fig. 4. Phase (left column) and focal plane intensity (right col-
umn) patterns obtained in the adaptive system with LC phase
modulator during two subsequent maximization–minimization
trials. (a), (b) Pattern corresponding to metric maximization
(m 5 512) for the first trial and (c), (d) that for the second trial.
(e)–(h) Phase and intensity patterns corresponding to metric
minimization: (e), (f) the first trial, and (g), (h) the second trial.
distortions and achieved a beam quality metric value
more than 2.5 times greater. The drawback of wave-
front control using only the micromachined mirror is the
low convergence rate and the significant level of beam
quality metric fluctuation [see curve 2 in Fig. 5(b)]. In
contrast, when both the OKO and tilt control mirrors
were used, the adaptation performance improved dra-
matically (curve 3). The adaptation process typically
converged in approximately 50–60 iterations (;40 ms),
with the lowest fluctuations in the performance metric.
Thus incorporation of wave-front tilt control is an impor-
tant factor for acceleration and stabilization of the adap-
tation process in adaptive systems with controllable mir-
rors having a continuously deformable surface.

F. Convergence Rate Issues
Dependence of the convergence rate on the number of con-
trol channels N was investigated by using an experimen-
tal setup with the LC phase modulator [Fig. 2(a)]. A dia-
phragm was placed in front of the HEX127 phase
modulator to decrease the input beam size in such a way
that only the central part of the phase modulator, con-
taining a certain number N of the LC cells, was open.
For each aperture size, the input beam power was ad-
justed to have the same optimal beam quality metric
value as that corresponding to an undistorted input wave

Fig. 5. Self-induced phase distortion compensation in the adap-
tive system with beam steering and micromachined mirrors:
evolution curves for (a) averaged beam quality metric and (b)
standard deviation. Metric maximization corresponds to 0
, m < 512, and metric minimization corresponds to m . 512.
The time scale is 0.34 s per 512 iteration steps, indicated by the
dot in (a). The evolution curves 1–3 correspond to 1, wave-front
tilt control only; 2, OKO mirror control only; and 3, control of
both the beam steering and micromachined mirrors. The pho-
tographs show focal plane intensity distributions at the end of
(top) maximization and (bottom) minimization trials.
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front. The aperture diameters corresponded to N 5 7,
19, 37, 61, 91, and 127 (full aperture size) LC cells. For
each aperture size, we performed the experiments for
adaptive compensation of self-induced phase distortions
described in Subsection 3.E. Depending on the number
of the LC cells inside the open aperture (number of the
control channels N), we obtained averaged evolution
curves for beam quality metric maximization and minimi-
zation, as shown in Fig. 6. The convergence rate was no-
tably higher for N 5 7 and 19 than for the fully opened
aperture (N 5 127). The interesting result is that be-
tween N 5 37 and 127, the convergence rate was approxi-
mately constant, apparently independent of the number
of control channels N.

The experiments demonstrated that in the case of a
piston-type wave-front corrector approximately 80–100 it-
erations of parallel stochastic gradient descent optimiza-
tion are required to achieve 80% of the maximum level of
the beam quality metric. The adaptation rate was higher
for the system with deformable mirror and tilts control
(;50–60 iterations).

Two circumstances should be taken into account when
predicting actual adaptive system convergence rates by
using self-induced phase distortion compensation experi-
ments. First, in the experiments with self-induced phase
distortions, the convergence rate was estimated based on
compensation of phase aberrations that were independent
from trial to trial—temporally uncorrelated phase aberra-
tions. In some sense, temporally uncorrelated phase dis-
tortions as obtained in the alternating maximization–
minimization trials constitute the worst possible scenario
for an adaptive system—each maximization trial starts
from specially prepared ‘‘bad’’ conditions. Under actual
conditions an adaptive system compensates continuously
changing phase aberrations. The temporal correlation of
phase distortions can result in some improvement of the
adaptation process convergence rate. Second, ‘‘natural’’
wave-front aberrations have components that cannot be
compensated by a chosen wave-front corrector. The pres-
ence of these components can still impact (typically nega-
tively) the adaptive process convergence rate.

Fig. 6. Normalized adaptation evolution curves for beam qual-
ity metric maximization–minimization (averaged over 100 trials)
in the system with LC phase modulator for different control
channel numbers N. The photographs on the right show typical
phase patterns for N 5 7, 19, and 127.
4. DYNAMICAL WAVE-FRONT DISTORTION
CORRECTION
The high adaptation rates (.1500 iterations per second)
achieved in the VLSI-based adaptive system with both
micromachined and beam steering mirrors allowed us to
perform experiments with dynamical phase aberrations
originating from an electric heater and fan-induced tur-
bulent flows. The goal of these experiments was to ana-
lyze the efficiency of the parallel stochastic perturbative
gradient descent technique in the presence of severe in-
tensity scintillations—conditions under which traditional
adaptive optics based on wave-front measurements and
conjugation do not perform effectively. We considered
two adaptation scenarios typical for ground-to-ground la-
ser communication and laser beam focusing systems, here
referred to as adaptive receiver and adaptive transmitter
systems, respectively.

A. Adaptive Receiver and Transmitter with Heater/
Fan-Induced Turbulent Flow
In the adaptive receiver configuration shown in Fig. 7(a),
the electric heater and fan were placed a distance of 3 m
in front of the beam steering mirror. The 1500-W ‘‘base-
board’’ heater consisted of a 1-m-long heating element ori-
ented parallel to the input laser beam and located 20 cm
below the beam. A metal grating with cell size 4 mm was
placed on top of the heating element to break the air flow
into smaller-sized streams and create refractive-index
fluctuations that were small in comparison with the laser
beam size (15 mm). The air flow created by the fan con-
tributed to the heated air stream mixture, resulting in a
highly turbulent regime. The mutual positions of laser
beam, heater, and fan are shown in Fig. 7(a) (bottom right
corner).

In the adaptive transmitter configuration shown in Fig.
7(b), two heaters with equivalent power of 1500 W were
placed in the middle of the propagation path (25-m
length). The adaptive system controlled the wave-front
phase of the outgoing beam by using the beam quality
data measured at the end of the propagation path.

B. Adaptive Receiver: Heater-Induced Turbulent Flow
The experimental data for the adaptive receiver system
were obtained through 100 trials of beam quality metric
maximization. Each trial included 500 iteration steps
performed during approximately 0.3 s. After each trial
the beam quality values J(m), m 5 1,..., 500, were
stored. During data storage (;0.1 s), the control voltages
at both the OKO and steering mirrors were fixed. The
results of 100 trials were averaged. Averaged evolution
curves ^J(m)& as well as the normalized standard devia-
tion of the beam quality metric fluctuations, sJ
5 ^@J(m) 2 ^J&#2&1/2/^J&, are shown in Fig. 8 for the
case of turbulent flow created by only the heater [Figs.
8(a) and 8(b)] and by both the heater and the fan [Figs.
8(c) and 8(d)]. Consider first the results presented in
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) (heater only). Without adaptation the
level of beam quality metric fluctuations was approxi-
mately 80% [see curve 1 in Fig. 8(b)]. Adaptation using
only the steering mirror (control of wave-front tilt only)
resulted in a 1.2-fold increase of the average beam quality
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metric and a 1.25-fold reduction in the metric fluctuation
level ( sJ). Adaptive wave-front control using only the
OKO mirror led to similar results [see curves 3 in Figs.

Fig. 7. Schematics for adaptive systems used in the experi-
ments with heater/fan-induced turbulence: (a) adaptive re-
ceiver and (b) adaptive transmitter configurations. The focal
length corresponding to lens L is 70 in. (177.8 cm), and the pin-
hole size is 2 mm.
8(a) and 8(b)]. The system performance improvement
was more substantial and increased 1.7 times for ^J& and
decreased 1.9 times for sJ when both the micromachined
(OKO) and tilt control mirrors were operated at the same
time (curves 4). As seen from the initial portion of the
adaptation evolution curves, the characteristic conver-
gence rate was on the order of 20–30 iterations if both
adaptive mirrors were used and 50–70 iterations for tilt
control only. The convergence rate can also be estimated
from an analysis of the small dips present in the evolution
curves in Figs. 8(a) and 8(c). These dips occur periodi-
cally after every 128 iteration steps and resulted from the
10-ms delay used to reset the built-in random sequence
generator of the VLSI controller. The dips are caused by
these delays in adaptive control and not by drifts in the
control voltages, since these were fixed during the reset of
the random sequence generator. Because the time delay
is short, the phase distortions had relatively little time to
drift and the adaptive correction converged within only a
few iterations. In the subsequent experiments described
below, we activated the random sequence generator reset
only once, so these dips did not occur.

Histograms for different adaptation scenarios are
shown in Fig. 9. The histogram represents the number
of adaptive system states Mst as a function of the beam
quality metric value J. The histograms in Fig. 9 were
calculated by using data from all 100 adaptation trials.
Normalized histograms present the probability distribu-
tions for the achieved beam quality metric values during
the adaptation trials. Another interpretation for the his-
tograms is the distribution of the relative time intervals
spent by the adaptive system near a particular metric
value J. The data presented by the histograms in Fig. 9
demonstrate significant improvement in system perfor-
mance through adaptation by using both wave-front cor-
Fig. 8. Experimental results for adaptive receiver system configuration with laser beam propagation through the turbulence created by
(a), (b) heater and (c), (d) heater and fan: (a), (c) averaged adaptation evolution curves for beam quality metric and (b), (d) corresponding
curves for standard deviation of the beam quality metric fluctuations. The time scale is 0.1 s per 155 iteration steps, indicated by the
black dot in (a). The evolution curves 1–4 correspond to 1, disabled feedback control (no adaptation); 2, wave-front tilt control only
(tilts); 3, OKO mirror control only (OKO); and 4, control of both the beam steering and micromachined mirrors (tilts1OKO).
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rectors. Typical snapshots of focal plane intensity distri-
butions in the system without adaptation and with
adaptation are shown in Figs. 9(a)–9(c). Adaptive wave-
front control did not provide complete compensation of
phase distortions—the intensity distribution in Fig. 9(c)
is still highly aberrated—but did result in a noticeable de-
crease of the laser beam width and stabilization of posi-
tion inside the aperture of the focal plane receiver (com-
pare photos in Fig. 9). (In the experiments with
dynamical phase distortions, we used a 2-mm pinhole.)

C. Heater and Fan-Induced Turbulence: Fading Effect
The air flow created by the fan significantly increased the
beam intensity scintillation and hence the metric fluctua-
tion level (compare the curves in Fig. 8). The standard
deviation sJ increased by up to 100%. The histogram for
the system without adaptation displays strong intensity
fading characterized by the appearance of a large number
of zero metric values (5309 zeros), where the beam exits
the pinhole area entirely. Turbulence-induced signal
fading is an important factor limiting the performance of
laser communication systems. Adaptive wave-front con-
trol using the OKO mirror improved the average beam
quality metric value by a factor 1.5 but was rather un-
stable and only slightly decreased signal fading (4406 ze-
ros). Using only wave-front tilt control resulted in sig-
nificant stability improvement and decreased fading
effect (1293 zeros). Quality metric fading was almost
completely eliminated (42 zeros) when adaptation was
performed by using both beam steering and microma-
chined mirrors (see the histograms in Fig. 10). Laser
beam intensity snapshots averaged over 300 realizations
for the system without adaptation and with adaptation
are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. The
beam intensity snapshots were taken in the plane corre-

Fig. 9. Histograms for the beam quality metric optimization
process in the adaptive receiver with dynamical phase distor-
tions created by an electric heater. Curve labels are the same as
those in Fig. 8. The photographs correspond to focal plane in-
tensity distributions in the system (a), (b) without adaptation
and (c) with adaptation.
sponding to the position of lens L in Fig. 7(a). The strong
asymmetry of the laser beam in the horizontal direction
seen in Fig. 10(a) corresponded to the direction of the air
flow created by the fan. Adaptive wave-front control re-
sulted in compensation of the beam asymmetry, as seen
in Fig. 10(b).

D. Adaptive Transmitter: Adaptation Spectral Band
In the adaptive transmitter experiments [Fig. 7(b)], each
adaptation trial included 4096 iterations that corre-
sponded to a time interval of 2.7 s. Just as in the adap-
tive receiver experiment, 100 trials were averaged. Two
heaters placed in the middle of a 25-m-long path resulted
in strong beam quality degradation. The observed beam
quality fluctuation level was on the order of 70%–80%.
We did not use a fan in this experiment, so that we could
emphasize beam quality degradation that is mostly due to
small-scale refractive-index fluctuations. The experi-
mental results are shown in Fig. 11. Adaptation resulted
in a 1.4-fold increase of the averaged beam quality metric
value and a 1.5-fold reduction in standard deviation for
beam quality metric fluctuations. The histograms in Fig.
11 show an interesting feature of the system dynamics.
Wave-front control using only the OKO mirror demon-
strated a relatively high level of the averaged beam qual-
ity metric, but at the same time adaptation resulted in an
increase of the metric fluctuation level: from sJ 5 0.75
(without adaptation) to sJ 5 0.9 with OKO mirror con-
trol. This fluctuation level increase and corresponding
widening of the histogram indicate instability in the ad-
aptation process as characterized by an occasional loss of
control. As seen from the data presented in Fig. 11, add-

Fig. 10. Histograms for beam quality metric optimization in an
adaptive-receiver-type system with dynamical phase distortions
created by both heater and fan. The numbers in parentheses
correspond to the number of the adaptive system states Mst with
zero beam quality metric value. The photographs correspond to
averaged focal plane intensity distributions in the system (a)
without adaptation and (b) with adaptation.
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ing wave-front tilt control significantly improved system
performance: large ^J&, smaller sJ , and narrower histo-
gram.

The beam quality metric temporal spectral energy den-
sity SJ is shown in Fig. 12. The dc components in Fig. 12
are clipped to emphasize the changes in the temporal
spectral density occurring over the entire frequency
range. As seen from the presented data, turbulence cre-
ated by the heaters resulted in beam quality metric fluc-
tuations in the spectral range of approximately 50–60 Hz,
with the most significant fluctuation components occur-

Fig. 11. Experimental results for adaptive transmitter configu-
ration with laser beam propagation through the turbulence cre-
ated by two heaters: (a) averaged adaptation evolution curves
for beam quality metric and (b) corresponding histograms. The
numbers in parentheses correspond to the standard deviation sJ
for beam quality metric fluctuations.

Fig. 12. Beam quality metric temporal spectral energy density
averaged over 300 adaptation trials for the adaptive receiver sys-
tem with feedback control off (without adaptation) and with con-
trol using both the beam steering and micromachined mirrors
(tilts1OKO).
ring near 20 Hz. Adaptive correction using both the
steering and OKO mirrors increased the dc component by
a factor 1.9 and considerably narrowed the spectrum in
the range up to 60 Hz.

5. CONCLUSION
Our results show that adaptive wave-front control using
parallel stochastic optimization (simultaneous perturba-
tion stochastic approximation) provides an attractive and
practical alternative to traditional adaptive optics tech-
niques based on wave-front measurements and conjuga-
tion. The general form of the parallel stochastic optimi-
zation technique gives flexibility in designing new control
algorithms. As shown theoretically, this flexibility can
be used to incorporate various requirements for wave-
front phase correction (such as wave-front smoothness
and the absence of mean phase drift) and to fuse any in-
formation that might be available from different wave-
front sensor types. We experimentally demonstrated
adaptive optical systems with real-time analog very large-
scale integration wave-front control that included a
liquid-crystal phase modulator or micromachined deform-
able and beam steering mirrors that successfully operated
under conditions of strong turbulence with large intensity
scintillations. Because of the general nature of the sto-
chastic optimization algorithm, the adaptive optics tech-
niques demonstrated here can be applied to a wide vari-
ety of optical systems, such as laser communication, beam
focusing systems, and imaging systems, that operate in
the presence of atmospheric turbulence.
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